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With Kings, university choice is not limited.  
Our students can achieve success at some  
of the world’s finest universities. 

Our mission is to maximise potential.  
We can turn an A student into an A-star 
student; or a B student into an A student. 

1 
The best 

university 
choice

2 
The best  

out of every 
student

3 
The best 

return on your 
investment

A Kings Education® maximises your investment. 
It is a springboard to achieving your long-term 
ambitions both at university and in your career. 



 Ping Hei Cheng 
 Now studying at  
 Queen's University Belfast 

 Virginia Contratto 
 Now studying at  
 Bournemouth University 

 Tobias Chang Pico 
 Now studying at  
 UWE Bristol 

 David Manasyan  
 Studied at Royal Holloway University 

 Fiznik Fshazi 
 Studied at the  
 University of Bath 

 Doan Phuong Truc 
 Now studying at the  
 London School  
 of Economics 

 See our UK University Progression  
 insert for more stories of success  
 from our alumni. 

 Yuxi Yao  
 Now studying at the  
 University of Oxford 

 Viano Helen Oniomoh 
 Now studying at the  
 University of Manchester 

Your UK 
university 

degree.
Start here.



Welcome to Kings
Since we were founded in 1957, our mission has always been clear. 

We are committed to ensuring every international student leaves us 
to achieve success at the best possible university. It’s why each year 
our students continue to win places at the UK’s leading universities. 

But, at Kings, you will not simply be coached for university entry. 
You will leave us fully equipped to excel throughout your degree  
and thrive within wider university life. 
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All our colleges are accredited by the British Council 
for the teaching of English. Kings is also a member of 
English UK.

UK Government Registration

All our UK colleges are registered as independent 
schools with the UK Government Department  
for Education. 

Kings Oxford  Kings London 
Registration number:  Registration number: 
931/6010 305/6009

Kings Bournemouth  
Registration number:  
837/6009

The Kings Advanced Level Foundation is  
inspected by Edexcel and assured as preparation  
for Higher Education study in the UK.

Top 50 
universities 
in the UK

Every one of the top 50 universities in the UK has accepted our 
students. They all recognise that students from Kings arrive at 
university having been expertly prepared. Read some of their stories  
in the University Progression insert.
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1.  Guidance to make the  
right university choice

Choosing the right university is one of the most important 
decisions in life. Our students only make this choice with 
our personal support and expert guidance while in the UK. 
For details, see pages 10 – 11.

3. Exceptional academic results
A-level
Kings A-level grades are far higher than the  
UK national average.

Advanced Level Foundation
The Kings Advanced Level Foundation is based on the 
A-level syllabus and taught by specialist teachers. It is 
recognised by most leading UK universities.

2. Top university destinations
Over 95% of Kings A-level students and over 60% of 
Foundation students win places at the UK’s top 30 
universities. Nearly every university in the UK has 
accepted a student from Kings. For more information,  
see page 3.

THE KINGS 
ADVANTAGE

VISITS FROM 
UNIVERSITIES  
TO KINGS

GUIDANCE FROM  
UNIVERSITY  
COUNSELLORS

ORGANISED VISITS  
TO UNIVERSITIES

HELP WITH UCAS 
APPLICATIONS

TOP  
TIER 

UNIVERSITIES

4. Expert academic teaching
Kings academic staff have unrivalled expertise in teaching 
international students. This means our students gain a 
deep understanding of their subjects. For more 
information, see page 9.

5. Very small classes
Our class sizes are some of the smallest of any 
international college. It’s one of the main reasons  
why our students learn more and learn faster. 

4 – 8 8 – 10

A*
20%

OF STUDENTS WHO PASSED THE COURSE 
 PROGRESSED TO A UNIVERSITY OF THEIR CHOICE

A*
10%

2013/14 KINGS A-LEVEL RESULTS

A-LEVEL FOUNDATION

UK AVERAGE A-LEVEL RESULTS

A-GRADE
28%

A-GRADE
20%

B-GRADE
30%

B-GRADE
25%

C
11%

C
30%

D
7%

D
15%

OF STUDENTS GAINED PLACES  
AT RESEARCH UNIVERSITIES

OF STUDENTS GAINED PLACES  
AT TOP 30 UNIVERSITIES

OF STUDENTS GAINED PLACES  
AT TOP 20 UNIVERSITIES

TEACHERS SPECIALIST IN  
THEIR ACADEMIC SUBJECT

100%

For more information about our courses 
see the Academic Courses insert

100%
75%
63%
58%
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YOUR 
DREAM DEGREE

6. Flexible student pathways
Kings does not have a 'one size fits all' approach. We offer 
flexible pathways to a degree which take into account  
each student’s abilities, needs and ambitions. For details,  
see pages 12 – 13.

8. Specialist course options
In addition to the most popular academic subjects, we offer 
specialist foundations in Art, Business and Tourism and 
Hospitality. See the Academic Courses insert for full details. 

10. Wide nationality mix
Every Kings college has a very wide nationality 
mix. This ensures a dynamic community of 
respect and support in which every student 
matters and belongs.

7. Individual student support
We carefully manage our students’ transition to UK life and 
the UK education system through initial testing, constant 
progress monitoring, and a complete network of 
professional support. Read more on pages 18 – 19.

9. Accommodation within  
walking distance
Long-term students are guaranteed the option of living 
within reasonable walking distance of College. We offer a 
choice of student residences, homestay or student houses. 
See pages 22 – 23 and our College Locations insert for full 
details. Tourism
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See the College Locations insert for 
nationality details at each location.

COLLEGE
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The Kings approach to academic success has been 
carefully developed and improved over decades.

During this time, we have taught, inspired and cared for 
thousands of international students. 

Our method is built on clear principles, dedicated teachers 
and a personal commitment to each and every student.

At Kings, students feel at home.  
And they always come first.

Managing the transition 
to UK life and learning

•  An international student has so much to contend with 
before they even set foot inside a UK classroom — the 
language, culture and social environment are all new.

•  At Kings, we place huge emphasis on managing this 
transition to a new way of living and learning. The sooner 
a student is settled, the sooner they are able to succeed 
academically.

THE  
COMPLETE  
KINGS  
APPROACH

1

34

6
5

Personal development in  
a modern, global context

•  At Kings, our students don’t wear uniforms. They are not expected  
to learn mottos or adopt ancient rituals. 

•  They are expected, instead, to develop independent minds and to 
show tolerance to their fellow students. Each student plays their part in 
our modern global community. 
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A diverse, international 
learning community

•  Ours is a fully international community so no one feels 
like an outsider. Our students come to us from over 80 
countries. They are accepted and supported regardless  
of race, nationality or background. 

•  And because we have such a diverse community, 
interaction can only be through the shared language  
of English.

1

34

6
2

Putting the student first — always 

•  As a 100% international college, we understand the unique linguistic 
and academic needs of international students when studying in a 
second language and culture. 

•  We have honed and developed specific teaching techniques together 
with unparalleled levels of personal support and advice. Everything 
we do is built around the needs of our students. 

An empowering, nurturing  
learning environment 

•  The right learning environment is crucial to ensure 
international students achieve their best. The Kings 
learning environment fits around the needs of our 
students — not the other way round. 

•  Our students feel secure, supported and empowered. 
That’s why when describing their experience at Kings  
so many of our students use the same word: family.

Complete care and support

•  An international student needs specialist support.  
We ensure that the total student experience is a happy, 
fulfilling and enriching one. That way it will also be a 
successful one. 

•  We focus on every element equally — academic progress, 
English development, cultural adjustment, personal 
support, university guidance, extracurricular 
opportunities and accommodation provision. 
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IELTS is the largest and most respected 
test of English for educational and 
training purposes in the world.

Kings Oxford has been the official IELTS 
Test Centre for the Oxford region for 
nearly 20 years.

All our colleges are accredited by the 
British Council for the teaching of 
English. 

The British Council is an independent 
public body whose patron is HM Queen 
Elizabeth II. Its mission is to promote 
the English language and culture. 

Kings Bournemouth is an accredited 
Delivery Centre for CTH programmes — 
one of the world’s leading specialist 
hospitality and tourism professional 
bodies. CTH is approved and regulated 
by Ofqual. 

The Kings Advanced Level Foundation is 
inspected by Edexcel and assured as 
preparation for Higher Education study 
in the UK.

Edexcel is the largest and one of the 
most respected awarding bodies  
in the UK.

QUALITY YOU  
CAN TRUST

When choosing an international college it is important  
to make an informed choice based on evidence. 

Independent validation provides the clearest and truest  
proof of quality. 

At Kings, we are proud of the quality we provide,  
and proud of the faith placed in us by other organisations.

This is your quality guarantee.

All our colleges are registered as independent 
schools with the UK Government Department 
for Education. 

This means we are subject to inspection by 
Ofsted — the most rigorous and detailed 
inspection regime in the country.

We are proud of our Ofsted inspection  
reports which can be read in full at  
kingseducation.com

UK Government  
Department for Education
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We know exactly how to maximise your learning 
potential.

That’s because we have decades of experience in 
preparing international students for success. 

Of course we will help you achieve exam success.  
But we’ll also fully prepare you more generally for the 
rigours and challenges of university life and study. 

You’ll leave us feeling completely 
ready for your degree.

1
EXPERT  
TEACHING, 
DYNAMIC 
LEARNING

 Highly qualified teachers
• All teachers are subject specialists 

•  Many hold a second degree or equivalent qualification, 
including PhD

• Most Foundation teachers are also A-level teachers

 Very small classes
• 4 – 8 per class for A-level

•  8 – 10 for Advanced Level Foundation  
(8 – 14 per class for Applied Foundation courses)

 Highly intensive academic curriculum
•  Average 21 – 24 hours’ class study per week 

•  Plus lectures, tutorials and academic visits

•  Regular coursework and homework, at home, in the 
College library or in the Computer Learning Centre

 Academic enrichment
•  Carefully designed to equip students with general life 

skills and develop broad interests and experience

•  Includes PHSE plus physical education or creative 

activities

 Personalised learning experience
•  One-to-one and small group tutorials

•  Lectures, workshops and presentations

•  Setting targets and learning plans

•  Revision clinics 

•  One-to-one university counselling

 Regular personal assessment
•  Regular meetings with your Director of Studies

•  Regular tests and assessments 

•  Detailed feedback from your teachers 

•  Written assignments

•  Regular examination practice

•  Formal report twice per term 

 Monitoring your own progress
•  Expert guidance on how to monitor your own  

learning process

•  Take personal responsibility for your own study  
and achievements

 Interactive learning technology
•  ClassMate: the Kings supplementary online English 

language learning zone

•  Interactive whiteboards with internet connection  
in classrooms

•  Free wireless and internet plus IT resources

•  Listening and media centre for English language 
development

2

3

4

5

6

7

8
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SELECTING  
YOUR PERFECT 
UNIVERSITY 

Choosing the right UK university is one of the  
most important decisions you can make. 

Get it right, and you have a passport to success  
for life. Get it wrong, and your investment  
could be wasted.

With Kings, you only make this decision when you 
are properly equipped to do so. It’s a complex process 
which needs careful thought, planning and support.

That’s why it pays to have guidance 
from the experts. 

12



University Application Plan (UAP) 
The Kings University Application Plan runs throughout the year, in parallel with your main academic course. 

It is a carefully designed, personalised programme which progressively builds your knowledge and experience 
about the university options available to you, and ensures you take the right application steps at the right time. 

You’ll have regular access to our expert university counsellors, who will guide you every step of the way.

RESEARCHDECISION

SELECTIONAPPLICATION

•  General introduction to UK universities

• Help to identify your academic strengths, interests and objectives
•  Help to review your offers 

•  Advice on your best options

•  Guidance to match the best universities 
and courses to your needs

•  Attendance at Kings University Fairs 
(twice per year)

•  Organised visits to attend University 
Open Days

•  Help to establish if you are an Oxbridge  
or medical school candidate

•  Help to ensure timely UCAS application 

•  Help with specialist applications — 
Oxbridge, LNAT (Law), BMAT/UKCAT 
(Medicine)

•  Advice on writing your Personal Statement 

•  Support in gaining relevant extracurricular 
experience

•  Help with finding relevant work 
experience

•  Preparation for the IELTS exam

•  Help to ensure suitable academic 
references 

•  Interview techniques and practice

UAP: PHASE 1UAP: PHASE 4

UAP: PHASE 2UAP: PHASE 3
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CREATING YOUR 
DEGREE PATH

Kings does not have a ‘one size fits all’ approach. 

We do not limit your degree subject choices. Instead,  
you have the widest available choice of quality UK 
institutions. We encourage you to aim for the very best  
match for your strengths and ambitions. 

We will recommend a personalised academic path to the 
university which is most suited to your intended degree. 

There is no set study path to your degree. 
There is just your own path. 

Each student’s pathway is different. 
It depends on where they start and where they want to go. 
Typically, your pathway to university will be determined by: 

 Your age

 Your number of High School years completed

 Your IELTS level

 Your academic aptitude

 Your university choice

 Your degree subject choice

My 
personal  

degree  
pathway

1
2
3
4
5
6
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Advanced Level FoundationIELTS  
5.5

 Shuyu Lin from China

 Maria Sakovich from Russia

 Viano Helen Oniomoh from Nigeria

 Yao Yao Chen from China

 Doang Phuong Truc from Vietnam

 Asset Ormizhanov from Kazakhstan

 Ksenia Umanska from Ukraine

Second year A-levelFirst year A-level VacationIELTS  
5.5 Vacation

Second year A-levelEAS VacationIELTS  
5.0 First year A-levelIELTS  

5.5

EAS IELTS  
5.0 Advanced Level FoundationFirst year A-level VacationIELTS  

5.5
IELTS  

5.5 Vacation

EAS (2 terms) VacationAdvanced Level FoundationIELTS  
5.5

VacationArt FoundationIELTS  
5.5

EASIELTS  
5.0 VacationT&H FoundationIELTS  

5.5

First year A-levelIELTS  
5.5 Vacation

Vacation

Second year A-level Vacation

 Chun Yu Chan (Jeremy) from Hong Kong 

See our University Progression insert 
for more examples of the individual 
pathways that our students have 
taken to their degree courses

Queen's  
University, Belfast
Ranked  38
(Medicine)

University of Oxford 
Ranked    1
(Engineering,  
Economics and 
Management)

London School  
of Economics
Ranked   5
(Sociology)

University of St. Andrews
Ranked   3
(Economics – International Relations)

Royal Holloway
Ranked   34
(Management  
with International 
Business)

University of Manchester
Ranked   28 
(Architecture)

Middlesex University
Ranked   75
(Fashion Textiles)

University of Surrey
Ranked   11
(International Hospitality 
Management)
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THE BEST 
UNIVERSITIES 
THROUGHOUT  
THE UK

University of 
Birmingham
ranked #15

Queen's  
University  
Belfast 
ranked #38University  

of Warwick 
ranked #8

University 
of Bristol 
ranked #19

University  
of Oxford 
ranked #1

University  
of Exeter 
ranked #7

University  
of Bath
ranked #10

Kings is your springboard to the best. 

Our students leave us to go on to success at all of the UK’s leading 
universities. Many of the most respected institutions in the UK, 
such as those included on this map, consistently applaud the 
quality of the students we send them. 

We will help you choose the perfect university in the perfect 
location. And we will encourage you to aim for the very best you 
can, so you reach higher than you ever thought possible.

Unrivalled university progression. 
Limited only by your ability and ambition.
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University 
of Glasgow 
ranked #26

Durham 
University 
ranked #6

University of 
St Andrews 
ranked #3

University  
of York 
ranked #16

London School  
of Economics 
ranked #5

Lancaster 
University 
ranked #12

University 
of Surrey 
ranked #11

University 
of Leicester 
ranked #20

Imperial  
College London 
ranked #4

Kingston 
University 
ranked #24*

UCL 
ranked #9

University of 
Cambridge 
ranked #1 

Rankings taken from 2015 Times University Guide. 
* Ranked for Art and Design
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SPECIALIST  
SUPPORT FOR  
HIGH FLYERS

Every year, students from Kings win places at 
Oxford, Cambridge, or medical schools. 

As well as natural academic ability, gaining entry to 
the most competitive courses requires evidence of 
broad intellectual skills and interests. 

That is why “high flyers” also need a specialist 
programme of support and development from  
the experts. 

If you have the ability, we will help 
you aim as high as possible. 

See our University Progression 
insert to hear from some of our 
other “high flyers”.
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Degrees in Medicine Degrees at “Oxbridge”

Students aiming for the elite universities in the UK, including 
Oxford and Cambridge, need more than other students.

They need to:

• possess outstanding academic ability

• show broad intellectual skills

• demonstrate sophisticated cultural awareness

• be comfortable with the interview process

Our specialist Oxbridge guidance provides:

•  practical advice

•  interview practice

•  development sessions for deeper cultural and  
intellectual awareness.

Gaining a place to follow a Medicine course at undergraduate 
level in the UK is very demanding.

•  There are 8000 applicants for only 600 international places. 

•  Applicants must take a specialist medical Ability Test and 
achieve a very high score

At Kings we provide specialist support for students wishing to 
follow this path:

•  Critical skills development and reading programme to help 
tackle ability tests 

•  Dedicated Senior Mentor for support through the  
application process

•  Professional guest speakers

•  Guidance to help choose the most suitable medical school 

•  Support with visits to medical schools

 “When I was applying for university they asked me to  
 submit a personal statement, explaining what I wanted to  
 study. The teachers at Kings helped me — they gave me  
 ideas when I was struggling and helped me correct my  
 mistakes after I’d finished writing it. They also helped me  
 to call the universities and ask for decisions when I was  
 waiting for offers.” 
 Ping Hei Chang (Jacky) from Hong Kong, now studying  
 Medicine at Queen's University Belfast 

 “It’s hard to believe that one day I would study at one of the  
 best universities in the world. But every day you make a little  
 more progress and over two years you improve step by step.  
 Every day you make little changes to become a different self. 
 “Kings really gave me a supportive environment. It has very  
 small classes and all the tutors all the time encourage us to ask  
 questions. They help us, not only to give us the answer but to  
 help us find the solution for ourselves.” 
 Shuyu Lin, now studying Engineering, Economics  
 and Management at Exeter College, University of Oxford 
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THE KINGS 
STUDENT 
SUPPORT  
TEAM

A Kings Education® is always student-centred.

This approach to your learning and development  
is at the heart of all we do.

We have a complete team of specialists in place.  
Each of them will play a part to ensure you develop 
and grow — academically, personally and socially.

At Kings, you will always come first.

 Interviews you during your first two  
 weeks, will oversee your development  
 and will be available for support and  
 advice throughout your course 

 Ensures you are secure and comfortable  
 with your host family or in your student  
 residence or house, and is always  
 available to resolve any problems 

 Helps you with any personal or  
 emotional needs you have, and is  
 always available for friendly advice  
 and support 

 Works closely with you to help you  
 choose your university and degree  
 course, and will help you with the  
 entire application process 

 Subject teachers provide specialist  
 expertise in your chosen subjects; your  
 Group Tutor will be your constant point  
 of reference for support and advice 
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With years of experience, we are experts at supporting 
international students throughout their time at Kings.

Your own experience will be unique to you, but typically we 
find that the emotional journey of an international student 
may look like the above chart. It’s a very normal process. 

Your college support team is always available if you have 
problems and to help you develop the skills of resilience that 
will enable you to enjoy your new learning environment. 

Specialist support for Under 16s
 “The team at Kings took care of us like parents  
 take care of their children. It was incredible work,  
 they helped us with every aspect. As for the  
 academic input, it was enormous and amazing.” 

Mentoring for under 16s includes:

•  Full supervision during college hours Monday – Friday.

•  Welfare Counsellors, including some in the student’s  
own language

•  Regular contact with students’ parents on request 

•  Full-board meals (lunch at College Monday to Friday)

•  Specially selected homestay families to provide the 
highest levels of personalised support, including 
monitoring of private study time.

UK Guardianship

•  A UK-based guardian benefits a student’s general 
development, academic progress, and emotional 
wellbeing. 

•  This is a legal requirement for all students under 16.

The Kings Approach 

•  A UK Guardian is a minimum requirement until the end 
of the term in which the student becomes 16. 

•  We recommend that each student has a guardian in place 
until they reach 18.

First few days Culture shock

Initial adjustment Full integration

Typical student's emotional journey
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A B

C D

A B C D
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MAXIMISING  
YOUR LEARNING 
EXPERIENCE

Acceptance by the best UK universities requires 
more than just good grades.

For the most competitive degrees you will also need 
to show evidence of broad strengths, interests and 
experience. 

Successful students are those who make the most  
of their opportunities — inside and outside the 
classroom.

That’s why we when you are here you will be totally 
immersed in an exciting, interactive learning 
environment. 

 Kings students visit the main hall of the Natural History  
 Museum in London, where the full skeleton of a diplodocus  
 dominates the scene 
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Kings Debating Society
All students have the opportunity to have training and 
participate in debating and public speaking activities, 
including internal and external competitions. This is an 
excellent means of developing skills in critical thinking  
and argument, as well as in the English language.

This is an extracurricular initiative undertaken by 
thousands of British students every year. It provides a 
unique opportunity to take part in an exciting project or 
activity including sports, physical activities, 
expeditions or volunteering. 
For more information visit: dofe.org

Regular excursions
We organise regular excursions to places of interest 
throughout the UK, including museums, exhibitions, 
and famous buildings so you can discover more about 
the culture and history of the UK. 

Student leadership and Student Council
We aim to enhance the college community spirit by 
actively engaging students with leadership 
development opportunities such as the Student 
Council and student-driven charity and social events. 
We encourage students to put forward new and creative 
ideas to develop their leadership experience. 

Lecture programme
There is a regular programme of lectures after lessons 
which cover a variety of topics of general academic, 
linguistic or cultural interest. 

Kings Enterprise
This is a great opportunity for you to learn from visiting 
business experts what it is like to run your own 
business. You can form your own company selling real 
products and services, issue shares, and appoint people 
to key functions. 

Sports and fitness
You’ll have the opportunity to take part in a range of 
sports. Whether you want to play just for fun, or would 
like to join a College team and compete against other 
colleges, there’s something at Kings for everyone.

THE DUKE OF
EDINBURGH’S AWARD®

College clubs and societies
There are several clubs and societies to join which are a 
great way of meeting new friends and sharing common 
interests. You might want to join a film or book club, or a 
club focussing on computing, drama, arts or sports.

Record of Achievement
During the course of their time at Kings, students will 
also keep a record of what they have achieved — both 
inside and outside the classroom. This Record of 
Achievement forms a highly valuable document which 
will support your application to university.

 Rehearsing for a unique version of Romeo 
 and Juliet in Bournemouth 

 You can take part in lots of sports — and 
 even play for a College team 

 GCSE students came together for a  
 memorable three days at Atlantic  
 College in Wales 
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PROVIDING  
YOUR HOME  
FROM HOME

To succeed in your academic studies, you need  
to feel happy and comfortable in your living 
environment. 

This is why we take your accommodation so 
seriously. We offer different housing options so you 
can choose the perfect living arrangement for you. 

Our dedicated Accommodation Officers will help 
you settle in and are always on hand to offer help  
and support.

At Kings you'll feel right at home.  
In your new home.
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STUDENT  
RESIDENCES

HOMESTAY

HOMESTAY 
EXTRA

STUDENT  
HOUSES

Key benefits
1. Walk to Class Guarantee*
2. Internet access included**
3. Semi-independence for older students (minimum age 16)
4. Share great times with your fellow students
5. Modern, purpose-built facilities
6. Live-in warden on site for security
7. Choice of single or shared en suite rooms
8. Half-board or self-catering meal options

Key benefits
1. Walk to Class Guarantee*
2. Internet access included**
3.  Great opportunity to learn about British culture and 

practise English as part of a UK family
4. Full supervision and security for younger students 
5. More structured environment for study and homework
6.  All host families are carefully vetted to ensure that they 

will offer the right kind of environment for you
7.  Dedicated Accommodation Officer will find you the best 

possible homestay match
8. Half-board or full-board (lunch in College) options
9. Choice of single or shared rooms with shared bathroom
10. Bed linen provided and weekly clothes wash included

Key benefits
As homestay but also includes:
1. Large, single, well-furnished bedroom with double bed 
2. Television in bedroom
3. Private bathroom or shower room

We publish a comprehensive handbook for  
all our host families so that they know exactly  
what is expected of them. A copy can be  
downloaded from: kingseducation.com

Key benefits
1. Walk to Class Guarantee*
2. Internet access included**
3.  Complete independence for older students  

(minimum age 18)
4. Share great times with your fellow students
5. Single rooms with shared bathrooms 
6. Self-catering

London

London and Bournemouth

Bournemouth and Oxford

All locations

See the College Locations brochure in this pack for full details of all accommodation 
options available at your chosen College. 
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*Walk to Class guarantee

Book an Academic Course of 24 weeks or more and we guarantee 
you’ll be offered accommodation (in homestay, residence or student 
house) within reasonable walking distance of College for the whole 
of your course. 

Walk to Class Guarantee applies at all colleges for accommodation 
booked for a minimum of 12 weeks, between September and June.

**Stay Connected Guarantee 

We guarantee your accommodation will include internet access as 
part of the price. Guarantee subject to our fair usage policy (web 
surfing and email only). See kingseducation.com for full details. 
Internet access is not guaranteed during summer high season  
(9 June – 14 August). 
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KINGS SOCIAL 
RESPONSIBILITY

Education, Community, Sustainability
We aim to involve all students in the three main 
areas within Kings Social Responsibility — 
Education, Community, and Sustainability. This 
might be within their learning programme, as part of 
their extracurricular activities or within the wider 
context of their local communities.

For full details of the Kings Social Responsibility 
Programme visit kingseducation.com/ksr

Kings and United World Schools
We are proud to support United World Schools in their work 
within some of the world’s poorest communities.

United World Schools builds and sustains schools for 
communities whose children are unreached by normal 
educational provision. Like us, UWS believes in the power of 
education to provide opportunities and to transform lives.

Kings is committed to working with UWS by building a new 
school each year, and funding its long-term sustainability.

For more information about United World Schools, visit 
unitedworldschools.org

Teaching and learning is at our core. For us, though,  
it doesn’t just take place in the classroom. 

Instead, we view teaching and learning as a broad 
and constant process which enables us all to become 
better citizens — locally and globally. 

We are committed to nurturing communities in 
which all members can learn from each other as they 
support each other. 



THE KINGS 
SCHOLARSHIP

About the scholarship
Every year the top A-level and Foundation students can win 
valuable scholarships worth £6,000 each to help support 
them during their university careers. 

The Kings Scholarships are awarded across three categories: 

1. A-level student
Awarded to the student achieving the best overall result in  
AS and A2 examinations.

2. Foundation student
Awarded to the student with the best overall result in the 
Advanced Level Foundation Diploma.

3. Most improved student
Discretionary award given to the student deemed to be the 
most improved during their academic year.

The scholarships are awarded at the discretion of the 
Principal of each College on the recommendation of an 
independent Advisory Board for the Kings Scholarships. 
Members of the Board are distinguished educators drawn 
from further and higher education and have no other 
connection with Kings.

 Shuyu Lin from China is now studying 
 Engineering, Economics and Management 
 at Exeter College, University of Oxford 

 Muslima Gulyamova from Uzbekistan,  
 went on to study at Royal Holloway,  
 University of London 

 Yuchen Cai (Nick) from China gained a place 
 at St John’s College, University of Oxford, to 
 study a Masters in Computer Science 

 Doang Phuong Truc from Vietnam  
 took up a place at LSE to study Sociology 

Past scholarship winners

At Kings we want our students to reach higher  
than other students. We want them to be the best 
they can be. 

That is why we reward excellence and commitment 
through the Kings Scholarship.
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Thinking about  
university in the USA? 

A Kings Education® opens up a world  
of opportunity in the UK and USA.

Our On Campus Plus program in the USA 
gives you the best of both worlds. You will  
be based on a university campus from the 
beginning, but will also have the benefit of  
the Kings support team on campus with you. 

What’s more, you can decide to stay on 
campus for guaranteed completion of your 
degree, or, with the help of our university 
counselors, you can transfer in order to 
graduate from a highly ranked university.

On Campus Plus 

•  On Campus Plus in Boston

•  On Campus Plus in New York City

•  On Campus Plus in New York State

•  On Campus Plus in California

•  On Campus Plus in New Jersey

Graduate from leading universities
Our students progress to some of the best universities in  
the USA for their graduation, including many in the top 100:

•  University of Southern California (ranked 25)

•  University of New York (ranked 32)

•  University of Rochester (ranked 33)

•  Georgia Institute of Technology (ranked 35)

•  Boston University (ranked 42)

•  University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign (ranked 42)

•  Northeastern University (ranked 42)

•  University of Washington, Seattle (ranked 48)

•  George Washington University (ranked 54)

•  Ohio State University (ranked 54)

Any many more.

See our USA University Pathways brochure pack  
for all the details. Or visit kingseducation.com
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 Bao Duy Le 
 Now studying at  
 Massachusetts  
 College of Art 
 and Design 

 Yuka Muramoto 
 Now studying at  
 Suffolk University 

 Yun Young Lee 
 Now studying at  
 George Washington  
 University 

 Dahyun Lee. Now studying at  
 Massachusetts College of Health  
 and Pharmacy Sciences 

 Nikita Demidov 
 Now studying at  
 CUNY Baruch 

 Yu Chin Chiang 
 Now studying at  
 Northeastern University 

 Julia Patskan  
 Now studying at  
 Suffolk University 

 Shao Kuang 
 Now studying at  
 UMASS Boston 

Ekaterina 
Prokopeva

Studied the first  
year of her degree  

at Canisius

Now studying at
Boston 

University
Ranked #42



Kings Bournemouth
58 Braidley Road 
Bournemouth 
Dorset 
BH2 6LD 
England 

T +44 (0) 1202 293535 
F +44 (0) 1202 293922

Kings London
25 Beckenham Road 
Beckenham 
BR3 4PR 
England 

T +44 (0) 20 8650 5891 
F +44 (0) 20 8663 3224 

Kings Oxford
St. Josephs Campus 
Temple Road  
Oxford  
OX4 2UJ
England

T +44 (0) 1865 711829 
F +44 (0) 1865 747791

To contact us online: 
kingseducation.com/enquiries

Kings Education® is a Registered Trademark

Kings Education® transforms lives. We empower international students 
to achieve their fullest ambitions — whether succeeding at university in 
the USA and UK or developing English skills for life.

At Kings Education, students always come first.

We create life-changing opportunities and life-enhancing experiences.  
We build friendly, supportive learning communities which are 
springboards to greater success.

Kings Education. Reach Higher .kingseducation.com

Proud supporter of United World Schools
The UWS vision is simple but purposeful: "To teach the unreached". 
United World Schools builds and sustains new schools in some of  
the world's most disadvantaged regions
Find out more: unitedworldschools.org
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Kings online:
	 kingseducation.com

	 facebook.com/life.kings	

	 youtube.com/kingseducationtv


